Description: Female farmers are sharing their experiences regarding project involvement and other agricultural practices

Project Number: LWR 2014/074

Project Title: “Developing approaches to enhance farmers water management skills in Balochistan, Punjab and Sindh in Pakistan”

Location: Village Allah Rakhio Pathan, Tando Allah Yar, Sindh

Date: 09-12-2017

People Photographed: Dr Sandra Heaney Mustafa, Project Leader, Ms. Mukaddas Afzal, Project Officer, Ms Rabia, Facilitator, Ms. Shazia, Scientific Officer and Farmers community

Photographer: Team member
Description:

Though Children have natural desire to learn, eagerness to explore but it is important to satisfy their curiosity.

Project Number: LWR 2014/074

Project Title: “Developing approaches to enhance farmers water management skills in Balochistan, Punjab and Sindh in Pakistan”

Location: District Bahawalpur 86 DB

Date: 13 July, 2017

People Photographed: Dr Sandra Heaney Mustafa, Project Leader, Ms. Bareerah Fatima, VIA Manager & curious young girls

Photographer: Nadia Jabeen, Project Officer
Farmers in the field are installing Full stop on self-help basis. Picture has been taken on during an unplanned visit by the focal person of PCRWR in village 29 SB specified for the DL Model.
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